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The February General Meeting was called to order by LIW 
President Mike Daum at 7:00 PM.  Once again, the session con-
tinued the live-streaming format due to COVID-19 restrictions.  

ANNOUNCEMENTS Mike D. reported that our upcoming general meet-
ings will include presentations by Steve Meltzer and Tom McLaughlin. 

OTHER BUSINESS Mike D. updated us on recent exchanges he has had 
with the Smithtown Historical Society (SHS) regarding Brush Barn 
availability.  The SHS welcomes our return whenever we feel we can 
safely hold face-to-face sessions.  We will be subject to prevailing 
COVID-19 restrictions.   

 
Mike led a brief  discussion about the possibility of  holding an LIW pic-
nic in June.  The board will consider the idea during its next meeting in 
April.  Social distancing and other member safety issues are of  prima-
ry concern. 
 
Mike Mittleman provided a recap of  the progress to date regarding the 
transition to 501(c)(3) status.  The NYS Department of  State has 
approved our application for a new nonprofit corporation, the Long 
Island Woodworkers, Inc.  We have secured an EIN and filed an appli-
cation for 501(c)(3) status with the IRS.  We should get a decision by 
the end of  February. 
 
Jim Moloney, Woodturners Guild SIG President, indicated there will be 
a Zoom meeting on 2/11.  Steve Kelman mentioned a Scrollsaw meet-
ing on 2/18.  Rolf  Beuttenmuller will discuss blade choices.  Ben 
Nawrath, Cabinet and Furniture Makers SIG President, has scheduled 
a Zoom meeting for 2/10.  Tom Ryan will discuss a new bench he is 
constructing.  

NEW MEMBERS None present. 

TREASURER’S REPORT Treasurer Steve Fulgoni indicated that the bal-
ance is holding steady.  Steve also mentioned that he has opened a new 
account for our new organization, the Long Island Woodworkers Inc.  

MEMBERSHIP REPORT Membership Director Joe Bottigliere reported 
there has been no change in our membership rolls.   

SHOW AND TELL Bob Wood (Woody) showed a Stanley Bailey #4 
Smoothing Plane he has restored. Woody, it is a beauty.  

 
Rich Riedel designed and built a stand to hold power carving tools.  It 
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is a clever design and beautifully executed. 
 
Joe Bottigliere displayed a cheese board constructed of  maple and walnut.  Lacewood handles are also featured.  
Beautiful work, Joe.  
 
Bob Hildebrand has been weaving chair bottoms using hickory bark.  Bob does it all – he built the chair frames, har-
vested the hickory bark, prepared the bark for weaving, and interlaced the material.  A large undertaking by a mas-
ter.  Nice, Bob. 
 
Joe Maday updated members on the progress he has made with the Bombay chest he has been making.  Joe is in the 
early stages of  finishing.  He is using French polishing techniques.  The completed project will be museum-quality.  
He assured Mike D. that the chest will be displayed at our next annual show.  
 
PRESENTATION Brian Monks on Designing and Building a Jefferson Bookstand 
 
Brian discussed his Jefferson bookstand design and construction.  He explained that the piece is essentially a revolv-
ing 12” cube.  Jefferson’s original design incorporated aspects of  André Jacob Roubo drawings. 
 
The bookstand opens on all four sides plus the top.  Thus, up to five books can be displayed simultaneously.  
Construction materials included ½” cherry stock and a tung oil finish.  Since the components use solid lumber, not 
veneer, potential warping is prevented by using breadboard edges.  Brian used mortise and tenon joinery for the 
breadboards.  He highly recommends Japanese hollow mortising chisels.   
 
Brian designed a thick wooden washer to serve as a pivot point for the bookstand.  It was highly polished to reduce 
friction and worked flawlessly.  Brian’s presentation was informative and very interesting.  Thanks, Brian. 
 
Brian’s presentation emanated from Steve Fulgoni’s studio, thus excellent audio and video values were maintained 
throughout.  Thanks to Steve for his ongoing generosity. 
 
ADJOURNMENT The meeting adjourned at 9:30 PM. 
 
MARCH MEETING There will be a live-stream General Meeting starting at 7 PM on March 3, 2021.  The session will 
be on Zoom and Facebook.
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Norm Bald opened the meeting shortly after 7:00 PM. 
 
ANNOUNCEMENTS A note to all that a Scroll Saw presentation is scheduled for Thursday Feb. 18th.  Rolf  
Beuttenmuller will discuss which blades to use for particular types of  wood, thicknesses, and project designs. 
 
SHOW AND TELL Jim Clancy made Melamine radiator covers.  He said the material was hard to work with because 
of  chipping and dust. Jim used an Ikea design and a Festool kit so that the hardware lined up for easy assembly.  Jim 
has to transport four of  the covers to Boston.  The trim was from A. National Molding in Westbury.  They can pro-
duce almost any type of  profile one needs plus corbels and fireplace mantels.Gary Mayhew made a bench to hold 
turning chucks et cetera.  The bench is made of  three-quarter maple with cherry fronts which are dovetailed.  The 
all ball bearing slides are from TCH Hardware and are rated to handle up to two hundred and fifty pounds. 
 
Daryl Rosenblatt showed his progress on his model ship, H.M.S. Victory.  Daryl started the project in 2018.  
Different glues were used depending on material.  Daryl recommended a masking tape, Tamiya, which is relatively 
expensive.  Daryl praised the tape for its helpful characteristics of  adhesiveness and strength. 
 
PRESENTATION  General Discussion of  Accuracy and Precision 
 
The main topic was “Accuracy and Precision” which was a discussion on a podcast entitled “Wood Talk.”  Accuracy 
is achieved by sneaking up on the piece little by little.  Using a “story stick” can also help, but make sure pencil or 
knife lines are aligned accurately.  Jim Hennefield suggested for large carcass construction once the pieces are cut, 
they should be assembled right away.  Ben said he assembled the two parts of  a music stand using a dowel through 
both aligned pieces.  On that note Steve Kelman made a dulcimer and to place the frets accurately, he purchased a 
gauge from Stew Mac.  The frets also have to be the same height-attenuation.  
 
Tape measures were also discussed and it is recommended to use the same tape throughout the whole build.  One 
way of  losing the tape’s accuracy is to let it snap shut. 
 

 
 BOB WOODLICFM
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Editor’s Note: During the meeting, the question of  higher end hardware sources came up, and here are some of  the 
vendors provided by our members: 

FROM JOE MAYDAY 

Optimum Brasses in Devon UK…period copies and modern styles, my favorite, traditional period brass formula 
 
Ball and Ball in Exton Pa, Many styles, locks, lights and home products..almost all Made in USA  
 
Horton Brasses, Cromwell CT. makes in use and do order/carry some Optimum Brasses’ products  
 
Whitechapel Ltd, Jackson WY. All types of  hardware, locks  and stock/carry Optimum Brasses’ products. 
 
Lee Valley USA and Canada, many styles  leevalley.com 
 
Marshall Brass, Norfolk UK . Extensive catalog of  fittings, parts and brasses. Also period brass formula. 
 
Londonderry Brasses, Pa…no longer in business, owner Nancy, passed a few years ago but many companies often 
refer to them when listing brasses in their catalogs (Horton for example who bought out the remaining stock and 
business)…but most of  the brasses were actually made by Optimum Brasses in England as listed above. 
 
Brusso, Belleville, NJ. Direct or carried by many vendors…ex: Tools for Working Wood (my favorite dealer for 
tools and supplies…Joel is the best). Quality Brasses for boxes,  made in USA 
  
Blacksmith Bolt and Rivet Supply, Portland OR. No Hex, Philips or Zinc is their Moto. High quality traditional 
screws, bolts, nuts etc. un-plated, old style fasteners….Not the portly made imported junk with badly formed threads 
etc. tremendous choice of  products…. 
  
Tremont Nail, Mansfield, MA. Traditional Cut nails for furniture, cabinets, house building etc…..Oldest nail man-
ufacturer…Made in USA 
 
These companies deserve some time to browse their catalogs…all on-line…tons of  information, many have both 
period and modern styles, some even light fixtures and house fittings.  Choices of  finishes/colors and attachment 
methods. Remarkable what’s out there and availible. 
    
All of  these companies have always been a pleasure to deal with and many times when calling you speak to the actu-
ally owner..definitely a plus. In all cases the service and quality is exceedingly above the local or box store hardware. 
The cost is more but worth it... the money does not go to a large conglomerate and keeps small 
manufacturers/foundries and businesses going.  The price for proper hardware and quality lumber is small compared 
to the work involved. You do get what you pay for… 
 

 

From Bill Leonhardt 

CabinetParts.com I’ve bought several drawer slides from them and been happy with the quality and delivery. 
Lee Valley I’ve bought decorative drawer pulls from Lee Valley and, again, been happy with the quality and deliv-
ery. 
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FROM DARYL ROSENBLATT 

https://www.outwater.com/builders-hardware/  I haven’t used them in many years, but they had a tremendous 
selection. 

Mcmaster.com   McMaster-Carr is not a hardware store per se, but they are THE supplier for some hardware, and 
just about any raw material, knob, angle, bolt, screw, anything you can think of. They have everything, they have cad 
drawings of  everything they sell, and they ship quickly. Their polished ground precision steel bars make up my col-
lection of  straightedges, and are invaluable for veneering (although they’ve gone up in price exponentially since I got 
them). Think of  them as Grainger, but with much more and a far superior web site and search capability. 

Nassau Suffolk Hardware Not related to Nassau Suffolk Lumber, 33 Cedar Swamp Road Glen Cove. I’ve gotten 
some imported pulls from them.  

 

FROM JOE BOTTIGLIERE 

https://www.blacksmithbolt.com/ 

https://www.hardwaresource.com/      Look at Hardware Source’s “Specialty” sections for rare applications and 
Blacksmith Bolt for those gnarly forged screws and bolts. 
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 BARRY SALTSBERGTURNER’S GUILD

Jim opened the February 11th meeting asking if  anyone had news to share.  Rob D. reported that he texted with 
Ben N., who is now in the hospital, because of  pneumonia as a result of  COVID-19.  We wish Ben a complete 
and speedy recovery. 

 
Gary M. reported that the AAW has set up the symposium for this summer in Omaha, Nebraska. 
 
SHOW AND TELL Steve M. showed an ornamental piece with pyrography and scoring decoration. 
 
Barry S. shared his first successful coring project, which yielded four sycamore bowls ranging from 8” to 16 1/2”. 
 
Gary M. had 2 Beads of  Courage bowls with beads ala Glenn Lucas (for the next BoC campaign). 
 
Rolf  B. presented a cherry natural edge bowl. 
 
Tony F. showed a bowl with a pyrographed feature ring.  He had a “tell,” that he made a baseball bat for his grand-
son. 
 
Jim C. had a spalted holly bowl. 
 
Rob C. shared his turned wood flowers. They are turned from various woods and mounted on oak branches, com-
plete with acorns. Very inventive! 
 
DEMONSTRATION – JIM MOLONEY, PRESENTER The demonstration concerned various methods of  reverse chuck-
ing in order to turn the bottom of  bowls, vases, etc. 
 
Jim demonstrated using a jamb chuck.  
 
He also showed a shop-made donut chuck consisting of  2 plywood discs, one of  which has a face plate mounted, 
the other of  which has a hole softened by a gasket.  The bowl is held between the discs by long bolts, and the assem-
bly is mounted on the head stock.  Jim noted that several discs can be made with different sized openings to suit dif-
ferent sized bowls.  The tailstock should be brought up to center the bowl before turning off  the tenon. 
 
Barry S. noted that a plywood disc with a face plate can be used on one side, and shelf  liner (or other suitable mate-
rial) glued to the other side to make a friction chuck.  It was further noted that double stick tape could be utilized 
instead of  the shelf  liner. 
 
Brian M. showed his vacuum chuck.  Gary M. showed several shop-made cups for his vacuum chuck. There ensued 
a discussion of  the different types of  vacuum chuck systems, and the desirability of  a water vapor filter in the vac 
line. 
 
The program was very informative.  Thanks to all who contributed.
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 STEVE KELMANLISA

PRESENTATION The February 18th meeting covered scrollsaw Bbades -with Rolf  Beuttenmuller 
 
Rolf  started out by highlighting some basics before starting to cut: 
  
Relax.  Being tense while cutting can cause you to go “off  the line,’’ or even break a blade, not to mention tension 
causes physical discomfort. 
 
Be certain your table and blade are at a 90-degree angle. 
 
Consider if  your blade is a good match for the wood you are cutting.  Some blades are best for soft woods and some 
for hard. 
 
Be careful your blade does not get off-track when cutting high-grained wood. 
 
Degrees of  hardness are also important.  The Janka hardness scale will tell you just how difficult or easy it would be 
to cut the board you’re working with.  The wood data base online is a fantastic source for this and everything wood 
(https://www.wood-database.com/). 
 
Rolf  also mentioned that plywood, in general, is tough on blades.  A great source for all plywood is Roberts Plywood 
in Deer Park. 
 
Rolf  not only discussed different types of  blades, but used his scroll saw to demonstrate how to use specific blades 
such as the standard tooth, the skip tooth, the reverse skip tooth, the precision ground, the crown tooth, and last but 
not least, the spiral blade on different woods.  
 
He showed how the TPI (teeth per inch) is really one of  the most important factors on any blade.  Alain has always 
been trying to drill this fact into our heads!  Alain said that there should be about three teeth in the wood at any time, 
meaning that a 3/4” thick board requires fewer TPI than a much thinner board.  Rolf  once again provided a wealth 
of  info on blades, wood, and technique.  When Rolf  speaks, we listen!!! 
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PUZZLE                                                                               MICHAEL R. MITTLEMAN

Breaking News - Spring 2021 is Almost Sprung! 
Michael R. Mittleman 
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Clues 

Across 

1. Carpenter's need 

7. Like the Godhead 

8. Make waves 
9. Observation 

10. Immediately 

11. Goods seller  

 

Down 

1. Current 

2. Blue blood 

3. Japan synonym 
4. Fooling 

5. Bind 

6. Staggerer 

 

Solution 

S A N D E R
T R I U N E
R I P P L E
E S P I A L
A T O N C E
M O N G E R  

 
 

 
 

4 1 9 6 7 8 3 5 2
5 6 3 2 9 4 1 8 7
2 8 7 5 3 1 9 4 6
3 2 1 4 5 9 6 7 8
7 4 8 1 6 3 2 9 5
6 9 5 8 2 7 4 1 3
1 5 4 3 8 6 7 2 9
8 7 6 9 1 2 5 3 4
9 3 2 7 4 5 8 6 1

Solution to February 
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 BILL LEONHARDTMY VERSION OF THE  
21ST CENTURY WORKBENCH

I first encountered the 21st Century Workbench when reading Christopher Schwarz’s book “The Workbench 
Design Book”.  It described the bench that was built by Robert Lang and featured in a Popular Woodworking 
magazine back in 2008.  That article is repeated here: 

 
https://www.popularwoodworking.com/article/21st-century-workbench-2/ 
 
I was on the lookout for more info on this bench, when I came across an article by Nick Pelliccione who lives in 
Brooklyn and described his version of  the 21st build.  In 2015 I contacted Nick and he agreed to give a presenta-
tion to the Long Island Woodworkers on his build and that can be found here: 
 
https://liwoodworkers.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Bench-talk_02_04_15-1.pdf 
 
I finally got an opportunity to build this bench in the beginning of  2020 and, fortunately, I procured all the materi-
als just before the Covid pandemic hit.  It took me 4 to 5 months to complete and the finished bench can be seen 
in Figure 1.  Final dimensions are 75” long (not counting end vise) x 30” wide x 34.5” high.  The top is 3” thick and 
the final weight is 312 lbs. 
 
The bench material is ash, and I was able to source the material from Urban Specialty Woods.  Harry Slutter gra-
ciously jointed one face and one edge for all the boards as they were wider than my 6” jointer.  After machining and 
gluing of  the several pieces that went into the top, I was able to plane the individual top halves.  A nice feature of  
this bench is the fact that the top is in two halves and each half  is narrow enough to fit through a normal 13-inch 
planer.  To help accommodate the length and weight of  these top halves, I built a sled that guided the top halves 

Figure 1 – Leonhardt Version of the 21st Century Workbench 



through the planer.  That is shown in Figure 2. 
 
One of  the reasons I am attracted to this bench 
is the fact that the base uses both upper and lower 
stretchers, which means it does not use the top 
for support or to stiffen it.  That is important to 
me, because my use of  the top is an evolving phi-
losophy.  The base alone is shown in Figure 3.  
Using a split top is new to me as is the use of  tool 
trays.  With an “independent” base, I can recon-
figure the top in the future if  I choose to and still 
maintain the stiffness and rigidity the base offers. 
 

In choosing the design for the bench, I needed (wanted) to 
make some minor design changes to meet my individual needs 
(wants).  The original bench was 96 inches long, but I shortened 
the bench to 75 inches overall to better fit my space.  I also 
changed the method of  connecting the long stretchers to the 
legs so that the bench could be broken down and transported 
more easily.  I opted for a leg vise with wood screw in place of  
the double screw vise and I used a quick release vise I had on 
hand for the end vise. 
 
In building the leg vise, I have to give a shout out to Frank Pace 
who showed me his use of  a precision shaft and linear bearing 
in place of  the traditional multi-hole plate at the bottom of  a 

typical leg vise.  I copied this (with a slightly larger version) and it works perfectly.  I chose a wood screw because it 
has a much coarser thread which means fewer turns for the vise travel.  For the end vise, I restored a quick release 
vise I inherited from my dad.  I love having his “hand” in my work.    Pictures of  the vises are found in Figures 4 

and 5. 
 
Finishing the bench required a little bit of  research.  I 
wanted to protect the wood, but, at the same time, I 
wanted to not have a slippery surface for working.  In 
the end, I chose to use two wiped-on coats of  the fol-
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Figure 2 – Planer Sled for Machining 

Workbench Top

Figure 3 – Stand-alone Base

Figure 4 - Leg Vise with 

Wood Screw and Precision 

Shaft with Linear Bearing

Figure 5 – Quick-release 

End Vise
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lowing mixture:  1/3 mineral spirits + 1/3 polyurethane + 1/3 boiled linseed oil.  I am very happy with the way this 
turned out as I got the desired surface. 
 
So, I’ve been using the bench now for over six months and I am very pleased with its performance.  The following 
figures show the bench in use for different operations: 
 

Figure 6 all tool trays with open end up 
Figure 7 all tool trays with open end down.  This increases the working surface of  the top. 
Figure 8 one tool tray removed for work clamping. 
Figure 9 Work holding in end vise with 4 dogs. 
Figure 10 work holding in end vise with 2 dogs. 
Figure 11 work holding with holdfast. 
Figure 12 work holding with leg vise and hold fast. 
Figure 13 sawing at the end vise. 

 
Note in Figure 13, it illustrates that, by removing one of  the tool trays, I can saw wood that is held in the end vise 
“right-handed”. I’ve never had this before since a typical face vise is at the left end of  the bench. 
 
At this point, I am very happy with the current configuration and I anticipate no changes.  I do however, like the 
fact that I can easily reconfigure the top in the future if  I change my mind. 

 
 
 

Figure 6 - Bench 

with all Tool Trays 

“Open End” Up

Figure 7 – Bench 

with all Tool Trays 

“Open End” Down

Figure 8 – One Tool 

Tray Removed for 

Work Clamping
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Figure 9 – Work 

Holding in End Vise 

with 4 Dogs

Figure 10 - Work 

Holding in End Vise 

with 2 Dogs

Figure 11 – Work 

Holding with 

Holdfast
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Figure 12 – Work 

Holding with Leg 

Vise and Holdfast

Figure 13 – Sawing 

at the End Vise


